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How are you using charts to track the big Game?

How are you using charts to track the big Game? Chartists are be definition big game hunters. Maybe big game is the

wrong term. Many call the big game whales or elephants and we use the price movement to tell us where the big

game is going so we can follow along. Although some may say they are not looking for any game at all but just

distortions in price which they can take advantage of whether it is created by big game or small game.

Some use moving average crosses but after a week of Expo webinars I heard many people say that moving average

crosses have a very high failure rate. Others use more traditional chart patterns like breakouts, triangles, wedges and

flags. Some are advancing new patterns like Gartley, Cup & Handle, or Bollinger Band squeezes. So I would like to

have a broader discussion about people's approaches rather than specific chart patterns. How do people see

themselves using charts? Is it a traditional approach, a more esoteric approach, or do people not see themselves as

tracking big game at all but have a totally different mind set to the use of charts?

technical-analysis  trading-techniques  charts

The market has more singles than home run "big game" plays. Many of the traders at these Expo webinars want to

mislead traders in thinking that this massive rally we've had since the beginning of the year is normal but it's not. Many

of these traders are not even profitable and want to sell a system to make a living which kind of scares me!

I can sincerely tell you I make a living from the market from a lot of single plays with big position sizes. I only take high

probability trades, mostly 60 minute charts trades & day trades. Why do I use 60 minute charts? Because I can see

entries within a big trend much easier.

I also believe in the Taylor trading methodology endorsed by Linda Raschke. It explains how the market usually cycles

in 3 day periods (ABC & XYZ waves). You should look it up and it will open your eyes.

I also go long and short. Players that only go long are only playing half the game!

Keeping it simple with one indicator is of the utmost importance. Linda Raschke says, "how are you going to be able

to tell the time if you have 3 watches (indicators) ?" I only use one indicator on all time frames: 5min, 15min, 60min,

daily & weekly: the LBR 3,10,16 MACD because it works and I want to make my buying and selling decisions easy. I

only use the ADX to see if the market is trending.

Ultimately the only thing that is going to make you money is experience! The more you trade, the more you'll learn!

Books, seminars etc are not going to cut it! Experience in trading is the real deal! You'll learn the most from your

losses.

Trader's selling black boxes are scoundrel's and thieves!

My 2 cents.

Peace & happy trading :)
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1

(Mar 10 '12 at 22:30)ollielee

The Taylor trading methodology gets you in and out of the market very fast, so how do you apply it to a trending market like

the one we just had from Dec.19/11? Would it not have gotten you out too soon and caused you to miss most of that trend?

1 LTT, do you normally stick with ETFs, or do you to individual securities as well? Also do you have more than one trade going

at a time, or do you sell out of one before starting the next? Thanks.
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Such an interesting question, Windsurf. I think there is no best way to trade the markets, just what works for you (per

ek).

I think Van Tharp is most correct in saying traders trade their beliefs about the market. The markets are a kind of

Rorschach test. My own approach is intended to be "scientific" in a couple of ways. First, I am skeptical of anything

others say (Elliott, Gann, Gartley, Edwards/Magee, etc.), no matter how generally accepted or highly regarded. Any of

them may be right, but you have to prove it to yourself. Accepting an idea without proof is faith, not conviction.

Second, instead of looking for as many examples as possible that show an approach is useful (which is confirmation

bias), I collect every instance of an approach chronologically to see how it actually works out in practice (in one or

more stocks or indices over time). Not many ideas stand up to this.

Third, based on what I like from the ideas of others, plus my own thinking, I develop my own hypotheses about how

the market works, and then collect examples and analyze whether the hypothesis works. Not many of my ideas stand

up either.

But my first and most fundamental belief is that markets are a human activity, and humans do not behave randomly.

There are principles of human behavior and these principles manifest themselves in market behavior (the Taylor

method is a pretty good example of this). Secondly, I believe that since prices obey the law of supply and demand, it is

possible to deduce from price and volume what buyers and sellers are thinking and doing. For instance, if the market

is in a down trend, but fails to make a significant new low on heavier volume, something must have changed - more

buyers must now be active, even if the close is still down. Now the question is, knowing buyers are active, are there

enough of them to change the trend. Can they prevent a another new low? Can they keep prices above the open?

Can they make a higher high? If they can't, are there more sellers ready to pounce on buyer weakness, or are they

just done?

Indicators a shortcut for answering these kinds of questions. But before you can use the indicators intelligently, I think

you have to be able to reason out the price movements, bar by bar. LtT calls it experience, and I think he's right.

Like I mentioned in a previous thread, if somebody knows something that will work at a high frequency, why would

they want to sell you the system? Even if they are generous, they would rather take your money and invest it for you,

and take the necessary commission for their work.

Dan, now I finally understand why you and AT endorse the RSI(2). And you are right, being book smart is very

different from being experienced -- so two thumbs up on that comment!

As for @Windsurf 's question, then again we went through this before, some people like to chase breakouts, some

people like to bottom-fish... so the question comes down to knowing what works for you.

Windsurf, in common with others here, I have a great deal of skepticism about system and pattern promoters (Elliot,

fib, pitchfork, whatever). They cherry pick a few dramatic examples and call it proof and make a good living from it.

They don't tell you that many other stocks made similar gains without conforming to this or that pattern.

They are, for the most part, sales people first and traders second. For them, it's a lot easier (and more profitable, too,

apparently) to put on a show for a paid up audience than to sit in front of a screen and take your chances with the

(Mar 11 '12 at 00:44)Bob S

1

(Mar 27 '12 at 07:47)Love_To_Trade

Yes Bob, just ETFs 2x for swing trading 3x for day trading. Up to 4 positions for swings and 1 for day trading.

1

(Mar 28 '12 at 22:04)Bob S

Thank you Dan. That is most helpful, very clear and precise, something I can visualize. Thanks again.

1

(Mar 04 '12 at 15:29)Love_To_Trade

Thanks EK! Youre quite the assett to this blog too! I dont use scans but the ones you write are rocket scientist quality!
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market.

The carrot they dangle before you is that there is a short cut, a magic method to easy profits. All you have to do is part

with some cash. And a lot of people like that idea because parting with cash is easier than work! You get into a room

with a lot of like minded people, there's food and you trade war stories and it's fun. More fun than the hard and

sometimes lonely work it is to close the door and sit down with the charts and think for yourself.

As for price and volume, to get an idea how it works, a little time spent going over a chart can teach you a lot, if you

don't expect too much at first. Think about what you know about supply and demand. Then start out by just describing

what happens to a price bar each day. Write it down in a note book. Then think about why it might have happened.

(And it's not because Jupiter aligned with Mars.) Why would you get an up close in a down trend on lower volume?

Why would you get a down close on higher volume in an up trend (i.e., what happened to the balance of buyers and

sellers? Is that what you expect if it's an up trend/down trend? so what could happen now?)

Here's an example from ACI 12/20/2001 (a coal stock, which has had a few down days):

SPX: down all day, close below prior open, but not prior low

ACI:

Volume: Below average and lower vs. day before

Open: up

High: lower

Low: higher

Close: up and above open

Summary: open gaps up, so sellers don’t follow through on selling, although it’s a down market day; some selling

occurs but only to a higher low, then a modest rally to near prior high and close above open in mid range

Analysis: failure to close down on down market day after recent selling suggests selling is exhausted; gap up open

and close above open even on a down day shows there are buyers with good reason to buy since they are not afraid

of the down market. If no selling, rally possible.

showing 5 of 6 show all

You are investing a lot in this post, Windsurf...

Since this is a great red day and I do not short (nor trade ETFs), I have a bit of spare time here. FWIW, I do use

neither Gann, Fibs, Elder, Gartley, etc. I know what they are about and did test a lot of them over the years, to finally

get back to the basics.

1

(Mar 11 '12 at 00:04)Bob S

@Markd: When you look at the price/volume action on today's bar and ask "why did this happen today?", do you ever

consider "Headline News" of the day, and if so, how much weight do you give it?

1

(Mar 11 '12 at 19:33)markd

I guess the short answer is no. For me, it's more helpful to think about who must be buying and selling. I think the principle

is, smart money either knows the news or makes the news, and the rest follow it. So reaction to the news isn't as

informative as what led up to it. If the trend has been down or flat, and there is a good up day on larger volume, who can

that be? There's no momentum, no TA signal. It would have to be informed money who had to bid up. If informed money is

interested, I'm now going to look at bearish events as possible opportunities. The bad news may soon be good again.

1

(Mar 11 '12 at 22:45)Bob S

I thought you would answer that question with no, and was hoping that you would, because I was hoping to read the rest of

what you added as to how you DID seek to explain the reasons for why an anomaly happened today. In spite of the fact that

all of the commentators focus on the market news of the day as though that is what caused the moves, to me that seems far

less influential than the price and volume action on the charts. Thanks for your typically insightful response. I really

appreciate learning from the wisdom you have gained from your extensive experience.

1

(Mar 11 '12 at 22:50)Bob S

@markd: Would it be out of line for me to ask you to consider responding to my question "What indicators and overlays do

you use on charts of each time scale?"?

I would really be interested in knowing what time scales you look at regularly and what indicators/overlays you use for each

one (if it varies). Thanks.

1

(Mar 13 '12 at 18:12)markd

@Bob S: done
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Simple is enough for me. I feel (perhaps I am wrong) that if I can understand what a chart says to me, I do not need it

to spell it out... As I often told my students, in short term trading, the more one analyses a chart, the surer one misses

the trade. Therefore, no patterns, no geometry, no fundamentals. I stick to trend, oscillators, supports & resistances,

gaps filling and naturally volume. You can see that in my Public list.

Concerning the latter, a trader has to foresee it evolving during a day for instance, somewhat as MACD: Anticipating

what the volume should be gives a trader the edge required to perform, rather than waiting to get the confirmation.

Evidently, that opens the door to false signals, but if you get it right, you are way better off...

Predicting ? No way... That is impossible, as is timing... But getting a sense of things to come is what matters... That,

combined with a dab of luck, a spoonful of psychology, and naturally the essential tools, make my trading agreable

and, humbly put, profitable.

Excuse me for answering your question twice, but this answer exceeded the comment character limit.

Well, the short version of volume is, more volume means more interest (participation), and less volume means less

interest. Price action tells you who was more interested and who was less interested. So the question is, does the

volume/price story argue for or against the current trend?

You can't sustain a trend without interest, so obviously low volume (vs. the previous bar) has to argue against the

current trend, because it means that prices at this level, at least temporarily are not attracting new players. Without

new players, current holders (longs in an up trend, shorts in down trend) wonder about the future in their positions (no

one to take them) and will start to think maybe it's time to unload. High volume is a different story. If price movement is

in proportion to volume (bigger price change), the trend is fine. If the change is very small on high, it shows counter

trend players are very active.

The second thing you want to look at is what happens to local support and resistance levels with high and low volume.

If volume is high, price had better go to new trend levels and stay there at the close. So on high volume in an uptrend,

look for a new trend high, an up close in the upper half of the range and even better, a close above the previous bar's

high. In an up trend, if you get a close below the previous bar's close on higher volume, it's a warning that sellers like

this price level. If buyers don't aren't attracted enough to the bargain to take price back to new trend highs within two

or three bars, there's a problem.

The trend has to make progress or die. However, it doesn't necessarily have to reverse. Sometimes, buyers will dry

up, but there are no sellers either, so you get sideways action. The same often happens at bottoms. Usually there is a

rhythm to buying and selling (Taylor again). When that rhythm gets interrupted, something is up. There is an element

of feel in interpreting price and volume; different stocks and different markets will tolerate different amounts of counter

trend behavior. Usually there is not one decisive event, there are a series of counter trend events, then a failure of the

trend to retake the initiative (make a new high on higher volume, for instance), and then a clear counter trend break

followed by a new trend. You more or less have to follow along and learn the habits (experience).

If you are interested, some good books that incorporate price and volume habits: Jack Hutson, Charting the Stock

Market, the Wyckoff Method; Stan Weinstein, Secrets for Profiting in Bull and Bear Markets; Richard Arms, Stop and

Make Money; Tim Ord, The Secret Science of Price and Volume; Donald Cassidy, Trading on Volume; Tom O'Brien,

The Art of Timing the Trade.

I have about 120 market charts that I look at nearly each trading day (and once on the weekend, when I update trend

lines and other annotations). The charts include major markets, several commodities, several market internals, and

several charts highlighting key market relationships (e.g., like the current deflationary relationship between yields and

equities). Regularly reviewing the charts helps me develop a feel for the markets.

I used to keep these charts in a public chart list, but I had an issue with Stockcharts revealing my identity so I

eventually took the public list down.

(Mar 06 '12 at 18:47)Windsurf

markd: Those are mind bending thoughts on volume. I will review them more later and respond. But can I say I don't

currently trade futures but eventually I may switch over to futures just so I will have access to the Commitment of Traders

data. The break down between large speculators, hedgers and small or retail traders seems invaluable. I wish that stocks

had that kind of breakdown. It would make it so much easier.
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Sorry I didn't back to this sooner. Got way behind while in the webinars all last week and just catching up now. I also

want to apologize because sometimes when I post late at night I get very philosophical rather than practical. My post

here was more philosophical. Fundamental traders basically have a mind set saying I can figure out where the

elephants are going and can get there using analysis of earnings, P/E ratios, growth stats, etc. Chartists mind set is I

can spot the elephant tracks early enough to draft behind them and catch the ride. But in the chartist universe there

are subsets. Some more traditional chartists looking for the geometric patterns like rectangles, triangles, wedges, etc.

But another subset is using a very different philosophy to get to the same point as the geometric chartists using things

like Elliott Wave, Gartley, Gann, etc.

I am looking for a discussion on the mind set. I assume that most Stockchart users are the more traditional geometric

traders. But some are using Elliott or Gann because they see the world in a different way. I would like a peak into that

mindset and what they see when they look at a chart. And maybe we more traditional chartists might incorporate a

part of that mindset into our own charts/trading.

Although I trade on the traditional figures I recognize there are sometimes very spooky correlations between price and

spots on a chart in the future. (Like I said sometimes I get way too philosophical).

Markd: I guess I need more experience because I can't tell what the markets are thinking at all. I seldom examine

volume because is many cases I can't see a tight correlation between volume and price movement. Yes, I can often

see extreme high volume on large price movement days but in general price and volume doesn't seem to correlate in

my eyes. Maybe more experience is need on my part.

In general I trade off two systems, one is the tracks on the chart, that is breakouts from geometric shapes. The second

is headline news, when I am fast enough to trade it. But I see some traders like Elliott Wave or Gartley. These

approaches seem to have a predictive value that moves the chartist from a tracker of elephants to some one who

anticipates a move like a fundamentalist but still based on charts and price, not on stories. The idea that one can

predict the length or time of the next wave of a trend or the projected price by using Fib or pitchforks is incredible to

me but I can see that it does work in some cases. It is almost like the future is set and only some can see it. But what I

don't understand is whether this is purely mathematics or something else. There is a parlor trick where I can guess

your age, then I tell you to take your age and multiple it and divide it by certain numbers and then tell me the product.

By the product I can tell you in a second your age. I wonder if the markets are like that trick. If you know some

mathematics you can predict or tell things that aren't apparent on a chart.

I can see by the public chart list that there are many different philosophies being used by Stockcharts members. I

would like to hear some of those philosophies from the users and why they believe their philosophy works, at least for

them. I would like to see the trading world through their perspective.

Your answer

1

(Mar 05 '12 at 13:53)Love_To_Trade

My apologies Windsurf. I thought you were looking for home run plays rather than technique. I guess I sort of answered the

question ;)

(Mar 05 '12 at 14:00)Windsurf

Love_To_Trade: No I have a problem being clear in writing and especially when it is late at night. I need to stop posting after

11PM. :>)

1

(Mar 05 '12 at 14:29)ta4u

I have a problem understanding before that early... ;-)

1

(Mar 05 '12 at 18:12)ekwong

I haven't studied Elliot wave or Gann chart, according to my understanding is though you see elephant tracks and you

predict where they are heading. I also believe the application of Elliot wave varies widely -- in terms of whether to find and

catch the third wave, or to predict possible pivot points.

1

(Mar 05 '12 at 18:18)Love_To_Trade

That'se exactly it EK. You must anticipate, not react to profit.
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